War Up-Close
Betrayed: Surviving an American Concentration Camp *(1x60)*
Tells of Japanese-Americans subjected to mass incarceration by the U.S. government during WWII.

Elvis and the USS Arizona *(1x60)*
The surprising story of how one of music's biggest icons helped to establish a USS Arizona memorial in Pearl Harbor.

EVA: A-7063 *(1x60, 1x90)*
A film about the extraordinary life of Eva Mozes Kor who survived Nazi medical experiments as a child and later helped launch the biggest manhunt for Dr. Josef Mengele in history.

Her War, Her Story *(1x60)*
Tells the story of World War II seen from a new perspective, through the eyes of women who witnessed and served in the war.

Hitler's Mein Kampf: Prelude to the Holocaust *(1x60)*
Explores whether Hitler’s hateful racial beliefs set down in his manifesto laid the groundwork for the genocidal actions of the Third Reich.

Invisible Threads: From Wireless to War *(1x60)*
The untold story of international spies, subterfuge and the birth of wireless technology.

**Jack Taylor: The Enterprise (1x60)**
The inspiring story of Jack Taylor, WWII veteran and founder of Enterprise Rent-a-Car.

Misty Experiment: The Secret Battle for the Ho Chi Minh Trail *(1x60)*
An hour-long documentary that profiles a special U.S. Air Force squadron whose pilots volunteered for one of the war’s most dangerous air missions.

Nazi Law: Legally Blind *(1x60)*
How the Nazi party manipulated laws to further their hate-filled agenda after Hitler seized power in 1933.

Rick Steves’ Special: The Story of Fascism in Europe *(1x60)*
Travel and history expert Rick Steves traces the rise and fall of fascism at key locations in Europe.

Silent Sacrifice: Stories of Japanese American Incarceration *(2x60, 1x120)*
Riveting and emotional documentary about Japanese Americans who were forced into encampments in the United States during World War II.

Stories of Survival (2x30)
Brings to life the compelling stories of four survivors in war-torn Europe who witnessed firsthand the horrors of the Holocaust.

Swimming in Auschwitz *(1x60) & After Auschwitz (1x60)*
The gripping stories of six Jewish women who were imprisoned inside the Auschwitz-Birkenau concentration camp during the Holocaust, how they were liberated from the camp, and how they struggled to slowly rebuild their lives.

Treblinka’s Last Witness *(1x90)*
The last survivor of the Treblinka death camp in Nazi-occupied Poland, Samuel Willenberg, describes the horrors of Treblinka where 900,000 Jews were murdered and only 67 survived.

Be sure to check out our one-sheet of WWII Military titles!